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International Inherence to Africa’s Ebola Crisis
Prof. Howard C. Smith II1
Abstract
This study is examining the racism in American society, and how the discussion of
race has expanded to the issue of immigration. It highlights some of the current
trends in public opinion to view Africa as a disease stricken nation and to further
distant the country from the crisis’s of disease caused by poverty that affect many
African nations. This current trend among White American society includes
arguments to the need of protecting the border against current levels of ethnic
migration from non-European countries. Thus, advocating and disallowing an
increase of modern day African immigrants to study in the United States or be
allowed citizenship because of the public racist views. The study goes on to argue
that new forms of racism have evolved passed old arguments and become more
hidden beyond what is seen as socially unacceptable. For this reason, now White
Americans can hold to strong anti-immigration policy and disallowing educational,
political and social opportunities towards modern African immigrants and others
from different parts of the world. This creates and furthers a system of race that
excludes the opportunities allowed within American society towards everyday White
Americans, regardless of their past ancestry.
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Introduction
There is a unique underlying connection between Africa and the United
States, which formulated from the transatlantic slave trade. It is true that America is a
nation of immigrants and of those who are African in ancestry; the migration to the
North American continent was done by force of action.
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Since Africa’s inception in trade and interaction with the United States there
are concerns that policy is driven towards the interest of the more developed western
nation of North America, opposed to the Western and Eastern countries in Africa.
Africa has gone through many transitional eras from pre-colonization, colonization,
post-colonization and modernization. In regards, to the Trans-Atlantic slave trade this
era in African History was a constant expansion of power for Western nations and the
United States, who were successors to their European counterparts. The Portuguese
aim during their arrival to Africa in 1488 near the Congo River was to expand their
nation into an African-Indian empire. The Portuguese desired to control most of the
trade routes to the east.2 From 15th even until the 20th-century personalities such as
Vasco da Gama established a commerce route for Portuguese through the southern
tip of Africa building on the discovery made by Bartolomeu Dias. It was Christopher
Columbus mistaken prediction of the world being smaller than it was that led to the
conquest of North America, the enslavement of those indigenous Americans and
ultimately Africans.3 It is estimated that over 11 million Africans were brought
through the Trans-Atlantic slave trade, 4 of those who survived 500,000 are believed
to have been the ancestors of the now 42 plus million African Americans in the
United States.5
This study shall examine the United States current vacillating policy towards
African Immigrants and all immigrants for that matter. In the break of Ebola
throughout West Africa, some colleges sought to prohibit international students from
coming to their campuses.6 Although most colleges declared that their doors would
stay open to students coming from Africa, it does, however, expose greater issues that
emerge in the culture of race within American society.
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The Ebola crisis causes questions to the levels of access that African
immigrants have at not only attending college, but who are migrating to the United
States in hopes of becoming a citizen.7
To this issue presents the question of whether there are recent drawbacks in
the areas of immigration among Africans being admitted to the the United States and
if so does the restraints correlate with a broader examination of race in America. With
so much streamlining happening in urban communities through white flight and
gentrification does America still see itself substantially divided through race? Can
racial identity still play a significant role in the nation’s political landscape, are there
issues of economic inequality caused by race towards, in particular, non-white
immigrants? In addition to these questions arise, what is the level of access to
education, housing, and public service for African Immigrants? At what levels do we
find current inequalities among new African immigrants to the country who have now
become part of the long legacy of racial segregation in United States history towards
African American? Many scholars and academics have written on the issues of race in
America. This study will examine some of the key recent works on the subject, and
seek to outline social change, political logic, as well as, economic apprehension
causing the drawback of advancement for African and other non-white immigrants in
the country in their pursuit of equal citizenship.
African Racist Symbolism
American racist symbolism has often spoken louder than words. Racist
symbolismoften portrays the notion that we as a nation prefer to do other things
instead of assisting African countries with their levels of poverty or the current crisis
of the day.As believed by some that the Bushmeat of chimpanzees is what hauled in
the more recent crisis of Ebola on the Africa continent, ignoring the reality that there
are extreme levels of poverty in these countries that need immediate and proactive
attention. However, these sentimental views go back to a time of segregation and
access to opportunity in the United States, when there were very few and limited
public services for all non-white persons in the country.
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It brings to question how secure can the nation address epidemics that
develop if there are levels of immigrants who are undocumented and can’t receive
medical treatment. What is being debated in previous cases shows that there is a grave
disconnect among the public, typically mainstream to relate among non-whites and
those who fall within low-income levels.
Generally immigrants who migrate to the country fall within one or both of
these categories. In fact, due to European colonization in the 19th century of Africa,
everything for a while became established through classifications and categorization.
Unfortunately, what followed these misperceptions of categories that placed different
ethnic groups in levels of intelligence gave way to a massive and international levels of
discrimination and inhumane systems of racism throughout various parts of the
world. This system of thought formulated by authors such as Frederick Coombs has
caused total populations of people among Africans and their ancestors to be subjected
to boorish incarceration into a state of segregated poverty, lack of access to education,
and healthcare. Popular culture has through segregation and discrimination
overshadowed the efforts of Christianity that was assumingly going to bring
“salvation” to the “savages.” Racism became a cultural phenomenon and gave way to
levels of hostility towards those from African nations, and left no room for any
numinous redemption or claims of charitable aid towards these impoverish nations.
Today the United States dealing with a form known as “othering” of nonwhite Westerners creates massive flaws in addressing current issues and crisis that are
humanitarian in nature. What becomes of these misperceptions of events affecting
non-white person’s leads to misguided and ineffective policies, as well asresponses to
the crisis. In a recent column, similar issues occurred once again in American popculture as stated:
“Newsweek’s use of a chimpanzee to represent a scientifically invalid story
about an African disease is a classic case of othering. It suggests that African
immigrants are to be feared, and that apes — and African immigrants who eat them
— could bring a deadly disease to the pristine shores of the United States of America.
Othering is particularly harmful in the context of a health epidemic, as one scholar
notes because it “hampers the containment of contagion during an infectious
epidemic by compelling people to reject public health instructions.”8
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African Immigrants and the Race System
As often noted many believe that racial and ethnic expansion has occurred
because of immigration over the past 40 years. It is a prominent belief that the new
influx of immigrants will be in competition with other Americans for jobs and
housing. Beyond this fact, exist the reality that all Americans within a democracy will
need political representation and often desire to reach social levels of equality.9 Job
security is something that concerns majority of Americans today, especially among
lower skill workers. The need for training and development has become more
important to offer options for immigrants who come to the United States. In
addition, there must be protections of rights for those who seek representation and
the enfranchisement to maintain levels of opportunities that address each’s rights
under the constitution. Although some studies show that the rising immigrant tide will
cause interracial conflict among minorities, facts still remain that any potential
competition cause for the need of a more equal and just society. Equality will allow
the expansion of democratic principles beyond primarily white society to a more
multicultural community the United States has always been destined to become.10
The historical system of racism, (better termed a race system) in the United
States aligns the needs of African immigrants of the past and those today with others
who come to the country looking for the opportunity of success.Some view the
current influx of non-white immigrants in the country as an excellent opportunity to
finally address the nation’s system of race, and try to extend even more the values of
freedom, as well as, equal opportunity for all Americans. In the United States, there
are currently four states and the District of Columbia that have a larger population of
non-white Americans: Texas, Hawaii, New Mexico, and California. There has been a
drawback to this increase of immigrants in the country since the 1900s.
Most immigrants are affected by the race system that distinguishes them from
their white counterparts, who typically are lighter in completion.
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The race system in the United States has established numerous levels of
exclusionary and inclusionary opportunities for non-white or European Immigrants.
The exclusionary levels for European immigrants has been historically previously
resolved by working oneself to the top or obtaining some skill and education.
However, this has not been the same for African immigrants or those of color. After
working hard and achieving levels of education, they still must deal with the “faultline of race.”11 The struggle for immigration in the United States has often been linked
to the greater aims towards equality in the African American communities. The Civil
Rights Movement of the 60s helped to overturn eras of inequality dealing with
immigration with the Hart-Celler Act of 1965. This act prohibited race, being used as
criteria for deciding who can legally migrate to the United States. It is argued that a
strong coalition of immigrants and Americans of all colors could developed in
advocacy for worker rights, political representation, social equality and integration in
education, housing, and employment that fosters equal opportunities.12
Immigrants Civil Rights Coalition
African Americans are much more accepting to immigration than their white
counterparts in recent studies. In addition, African Americans are in agreement that
immigrants should be equally eligible for government provided social services,
including public schools, as most see a strong resemblance in Civil Rights and
Immigration Policy in the United States. Although, some African Americans feel a
threat to a shortage of jobs forlow-skill workers because of the influx many African
American leaders and organization stand in solidarity with the immigrant community.
Mainstream African American organizations and black radical groups have vocally
expressed their support for immigration reform and policies that address modern day
trends of equality. The African American community is richly made up of African and
Caribbean immigrants and view the need to build coalitions in the past that causes for
more collaboration in the immigrant community than divisions. Some have even
called for a “neo-rainbow coalition” that could be led by people of color aimed at
addressing issues of class and developing an anti-racist system in the United States. 13
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Conclusion
Contemporary racism has gone beyond traditional means and now finds itself
in what is seen as “aversion racism,” which is defined as aversive racism’ – a form of
prejudice characterizing the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of the majority of wellintentioned and ostensibly non-prejudiced White Americans.There exist currently,
even beyond attitudes substantial disparities within the African American community
in the areas of earned wages, medical treatment, and health care, access to quality
basic services, housing, employment, education, and job training. African Americans
still lag behind in all these areas compared to their white counterparts. Although the
views among whites about race in the United States is that the country has become
more fair and equal, studies highlight and reveal new forms of racial prejudices. These
new forms of racial prejudices are hybrids from the past allowing White Americans to
feel that society has become more just by developing forms of social political
correctness, but still holding to principles of inequality that come in more subtle and
indirect forms.14 The Ebola crisis revealed drawbacks to equality when outraged came
from many institutions in American society including the public sector of colleges and
government officials to withhold allowing any forms of West African immigrants’
admittance to the country.
Do to the racist history of the United States past, racism in the United States
can be noted as being socially stimulated in the minds of White Americans cognition.
This can be contributed to living in a system that views society in racial categories or a
race system. As studies explain:
“Because of important historical roots, social categorization by race within the
United States is largely automatic, where the actual or imagined presence of a Black
person is often enough to automatically activate racial categories without conscious
effort or control Social categorization spontaneously activates more positive feelings
and beliefs about in-group members (‘we’s’) than out-group members”
As long as there is no conscious awareness or something that is deemed racist,
white Americans will abide by those social norms.
14Adam
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However, when the lines are not clear and properly established, there is the
possibility of acting in the form of racist behavior. In circumstances that are seen
rational or justified aversive racists have the possibility of harming African Americans
while still expressing the public image of being non-prejudiced. “Thus, although the
processes through which contemporary biases emerge can often be subtle, the
consequences can be severe.”15By that, leaving African Americans still in a form of
racial segregation and inequality without their needs being addressed or considered.
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